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Abstract

The $b$-value in earthquake magnitude-frequency distribution quantifies the relative frequency of large versus small earthquakes.

Monitoring its evolution could provide fundamental insights into temporal variations of stress on different fault patches. However,

genuine $b$-value changes are often difficult to distinguish from artificial ones induced by temporal variations of the detection

threshold.

A highly innovative and effective solution to this issue has recently been proposed by van der Elst (2021) through the b-positive

method, which is based on analyzing only the positive differences in magnitude between successive earthquakes.

Here, we provide support to the robustness of the method, largely unaffected by detection issues due to the properties of

conditional probability. However, we show that the b-positive method becomes less efficient when earthquakes below the

threshold are reported, leading to the paradoxical behavior that it is more efficient when the catalog is more incomplete.

Thus, we propose the b-more-incomplete method, where the b-method is applied only after artificially filtering the instrumental

catalog to be more incomplete. We also present other modifications of the b-method, such as the b-more-positive method, and

demonstrate when these approaches can be efficient in managing time-independent incompleteness present when the seismic

network is sparse.

We provide analytical and numerical results and apply the methods to fore-mainshock sequences investigated by van der Elst

(2021) for validation. The results support the observed small changes in $b$-value as genuine foreshock features.
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Key Points:8

• van der Elst (2021) proposes the b-positive method to distinguish genuine b-value9

changes from detection-induced artifacts.10
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Abstract14

The b-value in earthquake magnitude-frequency distribution quantifies the relative15

frequency of large versus small earthquakes. Monitoring its evolution could provide fun-16

damental insights into temporal variations of stress on different fault patches. However,17

genuine b-value changes are often difficult to distinguish from artificial ones induced by18

temporal variations of the detection threshold. A highly innovative and effective solu-19

tion to this issue has recently been proposed by van der Elst (2021) through the b-positive20

method, which is based on analyzing only the positive differences in magnitude between21

successive earthquakes. Here, we provide support to the robustness of the method, largely22

unaffected by detection issues due to the properties of conditional probability. However,23

we show that the b-positive method becomes less efficient when earthquakes below the24

threshold are reported, leading to the paradoxical behavior that it is more efficient when25

the catalog is more incomplete. Thus, we propose the b-more-incomplete method, where26

the b-method is applied only after artificially filtering the instrumental catalog to be more27

incomplete. We also present other modifications of the b-method, such as the b-more-28

positive method, and demonstrate when these approaches can be efficient in managing29

time-independent incompleteness present when the seismic network is sparse. We pro-30

vide analytical and numerical results and apply the methods to fore-mainshock sequences31

investigated by van der Elst (2021) for validation. The results support the observed small32

changes in b-value as genuine foreshock features.33

Plain Language Summary34

Earthquake magnitudes can vary widely, and the b-value is a common metric used35

to measure the frequency of earthquakes with large versus small magnitudes. In addi-36

tion, the b-value could serve as an indicator of the stress state of different fault patches,37

making it a valuable tool in earthquake research. However, since small earthquakes are38

often obscured by previous larger ones, determining whether changes in the b-value are39

genuine or simply caused by detection problems can be challenging. To address this is-40

sue, a new approach called the b-positive method has been recently developed. The method41

only considers positive changes in magnitude between successive earthquakes. In this study,42

we confirm that the b-positive method is a powerful and effective technique to estimate43

the b-value and is largely unaffected by issues related to detecting earthquakes. In par-44

ticular we show that because of the puzzling aspects of conditional probabilities, the b-45
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positive method is more efficient when the catalog is more incomplete. This allows us46

to develop modifications to the b-method whose results are consistent with those obtained47

using the standard b-method, providing a new efficient tool to monitor the b-value in on-48

going seismic sequences.49

1 Introduction50

The Gutenberg and Richter (GR) law (Gutenberg & Richter, 1944) provides a good

description of the probability p(m) of observing an earthquake of magnitude m, with p(m)

given by

p(m) = b ln(10)10−b(m−mL), (1)

where b is the scaling parameter and mL is a lower bound for the magnitude. The hy-51

pothesis that the b-value is correlated with the stress state (C. Scholz, 1968; Wyss, 1973;52

Amitrano, 2003; Gulia & Wiemer, 2010; C. H. Scholz, 2015) has spurred investigations53

into detecting spatio-temporal variations in b-value, which could serve as indicators of54

stress changes triggered by significant foreshocks and precursor patterns (Wiemer & Wyss,55

1997, 2002; Gulia & Wiemer, 2010; K. Z. Nanjo et al., 2012; Tormann et al., 2014, 2015;56

Gulia & Wiemer, 2019; Gulia et al., 2020; K. Nanjo, 2020). While some of the above b-57

value variation patterns have been observed in realistic numerical models of seismic faults58

(Lippiello, Petrillo, Landes, & Rosso, 2019; Petrillo et al., 2020; Lippiello et al., 2021),59

accurately differentiating between genuine and spurious variations continues to pose a60

significant challenge (Marzocchi et al., 2019). This is because the detection threshold presents61

irregular behavior and small earthquakes can go unreported due to inadequate spatial62

coverage of the seismic network (Schorlemmer & Woessner, 2008; Mignan et al., 2011;63

Mignan & Woessner, 2012) or being obscured by coda waves generated by previous larger64

earthquakes (Kagan, 2004; Helmstetter et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2007; Lippiello et al.,65

2016; Hainzl, 2016a, 2016b; de Arcangelis et al., 2018; Petrillo et al., 2020; Hainzl, 2021).66

Failure to properly account for both mechanisms can lead to a significant underestima-67

tion of the b-value. To address the issue of incomplete reporting, a common approach68

is to limit the evaluation of the b-value to magnitudes greater than a threshold Mth. This69

threshold is typically chosen to be larger than the completeness magnitude Mc, which70

is defined as the magnitude above which detection are not impacted by completeness is-71

sues. However, the constraint on magnitudes m > Mth can pose challenges for moni-72

toring spatio-temporal variations in the b-value since it necessitates using a restricted73
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number N of earthquakes within each space-time region. While the finite value of N can74

be accommodated to correct for systematic positive biases in the b-value (Godano et al.,75

2023), it also introduces statistical fluctuations that, for small data sets, can become sig-76

nificant and mask genuine b-value variations.77

A remarkably innovative solution to the problem has been recently proposed by van der78

Elst (2021). He introduced the ”b-positive” method, which obtains the b-value from the79

distribution of magnitude differences δm = mi+1−mi between two consecutive earth-80

quakes i and i+1 in the catalog. In particular, for a complete data set that obeys the81

GR law (Eq.1), it is easy to show that the distribution of δm, p(δm), is an exponential82

function with exactly the same coefficient b+ = b. The striking result by van der Elst83

(2021), corroborated by extended numerical simulations, is that if one restricts to pos-84

itive δm, p(δm) is much less affected by detection problems than p(m), and b+ ≃ b also85

for incomplete catalogs.86

A simple explanation for the effectiveness of the b-positive method is that by re-87

stricting to positive values of δm, the method focuses on larger magnitude earthquakes88

that are less affected by detection thresholds or limitations. However, at first glance, this89

approach may not seem significantly different from imposing the condition m > Mth90

on p(m), and it does not reveal the unique advantages of the b-positive method.91

In our manuscript, we shed light on the deeper implications of constraining mi+1 >92

mi in the presence of detection issues. We demonstrate how the properties of conditional93

probabilities reveal the exceptional efficiency of the b-positive method. Indeed we will94

show that even for extremely incomplete catalogs, under specific conditions, the b-positive95

method provides an exact and precise evaluation of the b-value. This occurs also when96

its standard estimate via the GR law requires such a large value of Mth that it is dom-97

inated by statistical fluctuations. In particular, we demonstrate that if the detection prob-98

abilities of the events i+1 and i are uncorrelated, the b-positive method is counterpro-99

ductive since it only reduces the statistical sample for the computation of b+ by about100

50%. On the other hand, the efficiency of the b-positive method becomes evident when101

the two detection probabilities are strongly correlated, as in real seismic catalogs. This102

result is exact under the hypothesis that all and only the events above the completeness103

level Mc are reported in the catalogs. However, in instrumental catalogs, it is reason-104

able to assume that a small fraction of earthquakes with mi < Mc are identified, and105
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in these cases, the relation b+ = b is no longer exact. Nevertheless, these conditions oc-106

cur infrequently, and this makes b+ always a very good approximation for the true b-value.107

Once the mechanisms responsible for the efficiency of the b-method have been identi-108

fied, we also propose different generalizations of the method that can contribute to even109

more accurate estimates of the b-value through the analysis of the magnitude difference110

distribution.111

2 Magnitude incompleteness112

Incomplete earthquake catalogs occur due to two primary reasons: seismic network113

density incompleteness (SNDI) and short-term aftershock incompleteness (STAI). SNDI114

arises when it is difficult to detect earthquakes because the signal-to-noise ratio is low.115

Various factors, including noise filtering ability and the distance between the earthquake116

epicenter and the seismic stations necessary to locate an event, can affect it. A detec-117

tion magnitude MR(x⃗) that depends on the density of seismic stations around the epi-118

central position x⃗ can quantify SNDI. For a given seismic network, SNDI is a static prop-119

erty of the geographic region.120

In contrast, STAI is a time-dependent property that changes rapidly in the after-

math of a large earthquake. Empirical observations (Kagan, 2004; Helmstetter et al., 2006)

indicate that STAI can be described in terms of a completeness magnitude depending

on time Mc = MT (t) and exhibiting a logarithmic dependence on the temporal distance

from the mainshock for times t > 0. The equation below describes MT (t), where mM

is the magnitude of the mainshock, and q ≈ 1 and ∆m ∈ [4, 4.5] (with time measured

in days) are two fitting parameters:

MT (t) = mM − q log(t)−∆m. (2)

The presence of a lower-bound on aftershock detection is readily observable from121

the seismic waveform envelope µ(t) at times t following a mainshock (Lippiello et al., 2016;122

Lippiello, Cirillo, et al., 2019; Lippiello, Petrillo, Godano, et al., 2019). Specifically, µ(t)123

is always greater than a minimum value µc(t), which exhibits a logarithmic decay sim-124

ilar to that of MT (t) (Eq.(2)). Lippiello et al. (2016) have explained the existence of µc(t)125

in terms of overlap between aftershock coda waves, and have demonstrated that the de-126

cay of µc(t) incorporates the parameters governing the decay of aftershocks according127

to the Omori-Utsu law (Utsu et al., 1995). Consequently, it is possible to estimate the128
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expected number of aftershocks in the immediate aftermath of a mainshock (Lippiello,129

Petrillo, Godano, et al., 2019).130

The existence of a time-dependent completeness magnitude MT (t) in Eq.(2) can

be therefore attributed to the fact that earthquakes with the logarithmic of peak am-

plitude smaller than µc(t) cannot be detected. This obscuration effect, responsible for

STAI, can be incorporated introducing, after each aftershock with magnitude mi occur-

ring at time the ti, a detection magnitude Mt(t−ti,mi) leading to a completeness mag-

nitude at the time t

MT (t|Hi) = max
ti<t

Mt(t− ti,mi) (3)

where the maximum must be evaluated over all the earthquakes occurred up to time ti131

which are indicated in the compact notation Hi. Different functional forms have been132

proposed for Mt(t− ti,mi)133

Mt(t− ti,mi) =

 mi if t− ti < δt0

mL if t− ti ≥ δt0

(4)

Mt(t− ti,mi) = mi − w log(t− ti)− δ0, (5)

Mt(t− ti,mi) = ν0 + ν1 exp (−ν2 (3 + log(t− ti))
ν3). (6)

Here Eq.(4) is inspired by the hypothesis of a constant blind time δt0 proposed by134

Hainzl (2016b, 2016a, 2021), according to which an earthquake hides all subsequent smaller135

ones if they occur at a temporal distance smaller than δt0. Eq.(5) implements the func-136

tional form of MT (t) in Eq.(2), whereas Eq.(6) is the one proposed by Ogata and Kat-137

sura (2006). Eq.(5) is also the one implemented by van der Elst (2021) in his study. In138

this manuscript, we consider the first two functional forms, which both reproduce sta-139

tistical features of aftershocks in instrumental catalogs, even if Eq.(5) better captures140

magnitude correlations between subsequent aftershocks (de Arcangelis et al., 2018).141

We next indicate with ΦT (m−MT (t|Hi)) the probability to detect an earthquake

with magnitude m at the time t, with the function ΦT (y) given be

ΦT (y) =

 1 if y > 0

1− Erf(y/σT ) if y ≤ 0
, (7)

where Erf(y) is the error function obtained assuming a detection filter based on a cu-142

mulative normal distribution with mean MT (t|Hi) and standard deviation σT , as pro-143

posed by Ogata and Katsura (1993) and also used by van der Elst (2021). Accordingly,144
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all events with m ≥ MT (t|Hi) are detected, whereas there is a probability strictly smaller145

than 1 to detect earthquakes with m < MT (t|Hi), a probability which rapidly approaches146

zero as soon as m < MT (t|Hi)−σT . σT is a quantity that is difficult to estimate, and147

previous findings indicate values (van der Elst, 2021; Petrillo et al., 2020) of the order148

σT ≃ 0.2. We remark that the detection function ΦT (y) (Eq.(7)) slightly differs from149

the one considered in Ogata and Katsura (1993) and van der Elst (2021), which presents150

a smoother behavior around y = 0, with ΦT (0) = 0.5 and ΦT (y) approaching 1 only151

for y > 1.152

A functional form similar to Eq.(7) is also proposed to take into account SNDI, with153

the detection probability ΦR (m−MR(x⃗)) still following Eq.(7) with a standard devi-154

ation σR instead of σT . Finally, the detection probability in the presence of both STAI155

and SNDI is given by the product ΦR (m−MR(x⃗)) ΦT (m−MT (t|Hi)).156

3 Analytical results157

3.1 Standard evaluation of the b-value158

Assuming that magnitude distribution obeys the GR law Eq.(1), and restricting

to magnitudes larger than the threshold value Mth, from likelihood maximization one

obtains (Aki, 1965)

b(Mth) =
1

ln(10)(⟨m⟩ −Mth)
, (8)

where ⟨m⟩ is the average magnitude in the data set. Indicating with N the number of

earthquakes with mi > Mth, b(Mth) presents a statistical uncertainty σN given by (Shi

& Bolt, 1982),

σN = ln(10)b(Mth)
2 σm√

N(N − 1)
(9)

where σm is the standard deviation of the magnitude.159

Eq.(8) holds in the hypothesis that magnitudes are continuous random variables.160

However, in earthquake catalogs, magnitudes are often reported only to one or two dec-161

imal places. In such cases, a correcting term needs to be added to the denominator of162

Eq.(8) to account for this discretization. Alternatively, as suggested by Godano et al.163

(2014), we can add a random noise term to the last digit of the reported magnitudes to164

make them continuous, and then apply Eq.(8). In the following analysis, we will adopt165

this strategy.166
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3.2 Probability distribution p(δM) in complete data sets167

The cumulative probability to observe a magnitude difference mi+1 −mi > δm,168

with δm > 0, between two generic subsequent earthquakes recorded in a catalog is given169

by170

P (δm) =

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ ∞

mi+δm

dmj

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗j (10)

p (mj = mi + δm, tj , x⃗j |Hj) p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi) , (11)

where we use j = i+1 to simplify the notation and still indicate with Hi all the seis-171

mic history occurred before the occurrence of the i-th event. In the above equation p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi)172

represents the probability density to have an earthquake of magnitude mi at time ti with173

hypocentral coordinates x⃗i, which can depend on previous earthquakes Hi. We further174

specify that integrals in space extend over the whole region Ω covered by the catalog and175

integral in times extend over the whole temporal period [0, T ] covered by the catalog.176

In the following we assume that magnitudes do not depend on occurrence time and

space and obeys the GR law Eq.(1) for magnitudes mi ≥ mL. Correlations with pre-

vious seismicity are introduced by the detection problems discussed in the previous sec-

tion (Sec.2). This implies that

p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi) = βe−β(mi−mL)Λ(ti, x⃗i)Φ (mi −MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi)) Φ (mi −MR (x⃗i)) , (12)

with β = b log(10) and where Λ(ti, x⃗i) is the probability density to have an earthquake177

in ti and x⃗i which satisfies the condition
∫
Ω
dx⃗i

∫ T

0
dtiΛ(ti, x⃗i) = 1. Refined analyses178

(Lippiello, Godano, & de Arcangelis, 2007; Lippiello, Bottiglieri, et al., 2007; Lippiello179

et al., 2008, 2012) do not exclude that a correlation among earthquake magnitudes could180

be also not attributable to detection problems, but this residual contribution is very small181

(Lippiello et al., 2012) and Eq.(12) is a reasonable approximation.182

We start by considering the ideal case when all earthquakes have been reported in

the catalog, i.e. ΦT (mi − MT ) = ΦR(mi − MR) = 1 for all earthquakes. In this case

using the factorization Eq.(12) in Eq.(11) for both p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi) and p (mj , tj , x⃗j |Hj),

and setting Φ = 1 for both the detection functions, we obtain

P (δm) = βe−βδm

∫ ∞

mL

dmie
−2β(mi−mL) =

1

2
e−βδm. (13)
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The probability density p(δm) to have mi+1 = mi + δm can be obtained by deriving

P (δm) with respect to δm and changing the sign, finally leading to

p(δm) =
1

2
βe−βδm, δm > 0 (14)

which is a well known result for the distribution of the difference of two independent ran-

dom variables with identical exponential distributions. Eq.(13) shows that, in the ideal

case, δm follows an exponential law equivalent to the GR law with exactly the same co-

efficient β+ = β. Restricting to δm > 0, likelihood maximization then leads to

b+ =
1

ln(10)
β+ =

1

ln(10)

1

⟨δm⟩
, (15)

which gives b+ = b in a fully complete catalog. However, we remark that, in this ideal183

case ΦT = ΦR = 1, it is more convenient to estimate b from Eq.(8) instead of Eq.(15).184

Indeed, in this case, we can set Mth = mL and we can use the whole data set in the185

evaluation of b from Eq.(8) whereas, because of the condition δm > 0, the evaluation186

of b+ is performed on a subset containing about the 50% earthquakes of the original cat-187

alog.188

3.3 Probability distribution p(δM) in incomplete data sets189

We next consider the presence of a non trivial Φ in Eq.(12) which, used in Eq.(11)190

leads to191

P (δm) = β2

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ ∞

mi+δm

dmj

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗j

e−β(mj+mi−2mL)Λ(tj , x⃗j)Λ(ti, x⃗i)ΦT (mj −MT (tj , x⃗j ,Hj |mi)) ΦR (mj −MR (x⃗j |mi))

ΦT (mi −MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi)) ΦR (mi −MR (x⃗i)) . (16)

In the above equation we explicitly use the notation ΦT (mj −MT |mi) and ΦR (mj −MR|mi)192

to specify that the two detection functions must be evaluated in conditions such as the193

previous earthquake mi has been identified and reported in the catalog. In the follow-194

ing we will show that it is exactly this information which makes the evaluation of the195

b-value from p(δm) very efficient. We will illustrate this point by considering two com-196

plementary catalogs: A) a catalog containing only a single seismic sequence; B) a cat-197

alog composed by background events which do not present temporal clustering, i.e. all198

seismic sequences have been removed. For catalog B) the catalog is only affected by SNDI199

since it is reasonable to neglect coda wave overlapping. Indeed, we can assume MT <200

–9–
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MR at any time and positions, which is equivalent to set ΦT (mi − MT ) = ΦT (mj −201

MT |mi) = 1 in Eq.(16). In the case A), we have the complementary situation when earth-202

quakes are sufficiently close in time between each other such as MT > MR for all earth-203

quakes and we therefore assume ΦR(mi −MR) = ΦR(mj −MR|mi) = 1. In this case204

the catalog is only affected by STAI.205

3.3.1 The influence of STAI on p(δM)206

We start to consider catalog A) in the condition σT = 0. This implies that events

below the threshold MT are not detected with the trivial but key observation that, since

earthquake i has been detected and reported in the catalog then mi > MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi).

The other key observation is that MT (t, x⃗i,Hi) < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi) at times t > ti, i.e.

the effect of obscuration of seismicity Hi occurred up to time ti is less relevant at larger

times. Combining the previous two observations, we have that any earthquake with mag-

nitude m > mi eventually occurring in the position x⃗i will be detected with a 100%

probability. The further key observation is that, inside a seismic sequence, events occur

sufficiently close in space, such as obscuration effects are very similar for earthquakes be-

longing to the seismic sequence, leading to MT (t, x⃗j ,Hi) ≃ MT (t, x⃗i,Hi). Accordingly,

the subsequent event in the sequence with magnitude mj > mi will be detected with

a 100% probability and therefore

ΦT (mj −MT (tj , x⃗j ,Hj) |mi) = 1 (17)

for j = i+ 1, if mj > mi and x⃗j ≃ x⃗i.207

Using this result in Eq.(16) together with the hypothesis ΦR = 1, we obtain P (δm) =

e−βδmKa with Ka a constant given by

Ka =

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗je
−2β(mi−mL)Λ(ti, x⃗i)Φ (mi −MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi)) ,

(18)

and after deriving

p(δm) = βe−βδmKa. (19)

It is therefore evident that, in the considered limit, the dependence of p(δm) on the δm208

is an exponential function with coefficient β which is not affected by incompleteness and209

exactly coincides with b ln(10). The comparison of Eq.(19) with Eq.(13) shows that STAI210

does not affect the dependence of p(δM) on δM but only affects the coefficient Ka be-211

–10–
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ing smaller than 1/2 because of incompleteness. Accordingly, the evaluation of b+ from212

Eq.(15) coincides with the true b-value obtained in an ideal complete catalog.213

This is no longer true in the case σT > 0 when there is a finite probability to de-

tect an earthquake i with mi < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi). Accordingly, it is not always true that

mi+1 > MT (ti+1, x⃗i,Hi) and Eq.(17) is not automatically verified. Nevertheless, it is

very improbable to have mi < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi) − σT and therefore we can state with a

very high confidence that the subsequent earthquake j = i+1 will be detected if mj >

mi + σT and x⃗j ≃ x⃗i. Accordingly, restricting to values of mj > mi + δMth, with

δMth ≳ σT , Eq.(17) is expected to hold also for a finite σT . For a finite value of δMth,

Eq.(15) must be generalized leading to

b+(δMth) =
1

ln(10)

1

⟨δm⟩ − δMth
, (20)

which approaches the true b-value for δMth ≳ σT . The problem is that the value of σT214

is not known and it is difficult to be inferred from data. To identify the optimal value215

of δMth, one possible approach is to find the minimum value of δMth such that b+(δMth)216

no longer depends on δMth. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the optimal threshold217

value for δMth is typically around σT , which is independent of mL and roughly on the218

order of 0.2. As a result, the number of earthquakes N used to determine b+(δMth) in219

Eq.(20) is expected to be much greater than the number used to evaluate b(Mth) from220

Eq.(8). This is because, following a large mainshock, one is often required to consider221

large values of Mth −ml to avoid the influence of incompleteness.222

3.4 The influence of SNDI on p(δM)223

We next turn to consider the catalog B), when Eq.(16) takes the form224

P (δm) = β2

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ ∞

mi+δm

dmj

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗j

e−β(mj+mi−2mL)Λ(tj , x⃗j)Λ(ti, x⃗i)ΦR (mj −MR (x⃗j |mi)) Φ (mi −MR (x⃗i)) .(21)

In this case, even for σR = 0, the information that mi has been detected, i.e. mi >

MR (x⃗i), does not contain information on the relation between mj and MR (x⃗j). How-

ever, the situation changes if we define the earthquake j to consider in Eq.(21) as the

first event after ti, with magnitude larger than mi, such as the hypocentral distance dij

between x⃗j and x⃗i is smaller than a given threshold dR. Indeed, for sufficiently smaller

dR it becomes very probable that MR (x⃗j) ≃ MR (x⃗i) and therefore we can infer mj >
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MR (x⃗i) which implies

ΦR (mj −MR (x⃗j |mi)) = 1. (22)

Therefore, introducing the quantity P (δm|dij < dR), which represents the cumu-

lative probability to have two subsequent earthquakes with a distance dij < dR and mj−

mi > δm, using Eq.(22) in Eq.(21), after deriving, we obtain

p(δm|dij < dR) = βe−βδmKb (23)

with Kb a constant given by

Kb =

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗je
−2β(mi−mL)Λ(ti, x⃗i)ΦR (mi −MR (x⃗i)) . (24)

The condition dij < dR, for small values of dR, therefore ensures that p(δm|dij < dR)225

follows an exponential distribution with exactly the same coefficient β = b ln(10) of the226

GR law and is not affected by detection problems. As for the case of catalog A), this ar-227

gument strictly holds only for σR = 0. More generally, we define b+(δMth, dR) the value228

of b+ extracted from Eq.(20) with the further constraints that ⟨δm⟩ must be calculated229

on subsequent earthquakes with dij < dR. By taking δMth ≳ σR one expects that b+(δMth, dR)230

gives the true b-value.231

We remark that the condition dij < dR can contribute to improve also detection232

problems related to STAI, since a key condition for the validity of Eq.(17) is that x⃗i and233

x⃗j are sufficiently close such as MT (tj , x⃗j ,Hi) < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi). On the other hand,234

a too small dR does not take into account the contribution of an earthquake belonging235

to the same sequence, which have occurred in the interval (ti, tj), and with magnitude236

larger than mi. The occurrence of such an earthquake introduces obscuration effects that237

invalidate Eq.(17). The constraint dij < dR therefore can be also included for the β eval-238

uation in post-seismic periods but with dR of the size of the aftershock zone.239

3.5 Improvement on the estimate of the b-value from p(δm)240

We have shown that, in presence of finite σT and σR, b+(δMth) exactly coincides241

with the true b-value if one considers values of δMth larger than σT and/or σR, which242

unfortunately are not known. In this section we present two alternative strategies to im-243

prove the b-positive method and we discuss their efficiency via numerical simulations in244

the next Section.245
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3.5.1 b-more-positive246

Within this approach we still consider the evaluation of b+ with δm = mi+1 >247

mi but imposing the further constraint mi > mi−1. We can extend the argument de-248

veloped in the previous Sec.3.2 to incorporate this further constraint and show that P (δm)249

in the ideal case with ΦT = ΦR = 1 is still a pure exponential function with coeffi-250

cient β. We will next define b++(δMth) the value of b+ extracted from Eq.(20), when251

the further constraint mi > mi−1 is imposed. This approach is a sort of iteration of252

the argument adopted in passing from b to b+ and it is, therefore, quite intuitive to un-253

derstand that b++ provides an estimate which is closer to the true b-value, compared to254

b+, for each value of δMth. The process can be iterated many times to take into account255

up to the mi−k magnitude, but it is evident that each iteration significantly reduces the256

number N of earthquakes included in the evaluation. For instance, for the same value257

of δMth, b++(δMth) is evaluated of a subset containing on average 1/3 of the earthquakes258

used in the evaluation of b+(δMth). In this study we stop at the second iteration lim-259

iting us to consider b++. We indeed anticipate the results of numerical simulations (Sec.4)260

that this iterative procedure, defined “b-more-positive”, does not appear advantageous261

with respect to the b-positive method.262

3.5.2 b-more-incomplete263

As shown by Eq.(19) and confirmed by numerical simulation in the next Section264

4, in the case σT = 0, b+ provides a very accurate estimate of the true b value inside265

aftershock sequences. A possibility to compensate the effect of finite values of σT , is by266

imposing to the seismic catalog an artificial filter ΦA (mi −MA (ti, r⃗i,Hi)) with ΦA(y) =267

1 if y > 0 and discontinuously changing to ΦA(x) = 0 as soon as y becomes smaller268

or equal to zero. If one could choice MA > MT + σT for any earthquake, this filter is269

equivalent to replace ΦT with ΦA everywhere in Eq.(16). We can therefore replace a func-270

tion ΦT with a finite value of σT , with a function ΦA where σA = 0 by construction271

and then following all the steps leading to Eq.(19). For sake of simplicity, here we con-272

sider MA (ti, x⃗i,Hi) = MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi) given in Eq.(3) with the functional form Eq.(4)273

for Mt. This corresponds to a constant blind time τ = δt0 and the filter ΦA can be sim-274

ply imposed by removing from the catalog all the earthquakes which occur at a tempo-275

ral distance smaller than τ , after a previous larger earthquake. We therefore indicate with276

bf+(τ) the quantity b+ evaluated according to Eq.(15) in a catalog filtered with the func-277
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tion ΦA with blind time τ . By setting τ > τexp, which represents the blind time in the278

instrumental catalogs, bf+(τ) provides an accurate estimate of the true b-value. However,279

since τexp is difficult to extract from data, the best strategy is the evaluation of bf+(τ)280

for increasing value of τ and stopping at the value where it no longer depends on τ . In-281

deed, by increasing τ the number of earthquakes N for the computation of bf+(τ) reduces.282

We remark that this approach, defined “b-more-incomplete” can only reduce de-283

tection problems caused by STAI but it is not relevant to take into account the SNDI.284

4 Numerical simulations285

We generate synthetic earthquake catalogs to simulate two different scenarios that286

resemble the conditions of Catalog A and Catalog B in Sec. 3.3.287

For the first scenario, we generate a single Omori sequence using the ETAS model288

(Ogata, 1985, 1988b, 1988a, 1989) with a single Poisson event, which is the first event289

in the sequence. We assume that this first event occurs at time t = 0 with epicentral290

coordinates (0, 0) and magnitude m1 = 8. We use a standard algorithm to simulate the291

cascading process (de Arcangelis et al., 2016) with realistic parameters obtained by like-292

lihood maximization in Southern California (Bottiglieri et al., 2011). We verify that the293

results do not depend on the choice of parameters.294

For the second scenario, we generate a complementary catalog that only includes295

background earthquakes. These earthquakes follow a Poisson distribution in time, while296

their spatial occurrence is implemented according to the background occurrence rate es-297

timated by Petrillo and Lippiello (2020) for the Southern California region.298

For both catalogs, we assume that earthquakes follow the Gutenberg-Richter (GR)299

law with a theoretical b-value btrue = 1. We note that equivalent results are obtained300

for other choices of btrue.301

Starting from an ideal complete catalogs up to the lower magnitude mL = 1, we302

remove events from the catalogs according to the detection functions ΦT and ΦR described303

in Sec.2. We then estimate several quantities from the incomplete catalogs, including b(Mth)304

(Eq.(8)), b+(δMth) (Eq.(20)), and b+(δMth, dR), as well as the quantities b++(δMth) and305

b+(τ) defined in Sec.3.5. We plot these quantities as a function of the number of earth-306

quakes used in their evaluation, denoted by N . For example, N corresponds to the num-307
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ber of earthquakes with m > Mth when evaluating b(Mth), while it represents the num-308

ber of earthquake pairs with mi+1 ≥ mi+ δMth when evaluating b+(δMth). We com-309

pare these quantities with btrue±σN , where σN is obtained from Eq.(9) for a data set310

of N earthquakes with a b-value equal to btrue. We determine the most efficient method311

as the one that achieves the best agreement with btrue for the largest value of N , i.e.,312

the method that provides an optimal estimate of the b-value while retaining the largest313

number of earthquakes from the original data set.314

4.1 Single Omori Sequence315

We consider the first 14 days of a seismic sequence triggered by a m = 8 main-316

shock. To account for incompleteness in the original ETAS catalog, we apply a filtering317

process using the detection function ΦT (m − MT ) in Eq.(7). We set ΦR = 1, assum-318

ing that MT > MR for all earthquakes in the sequence, which is reasonable in the first319

days after a large mainshock. We use MT from Eq.(3) and implement two different choices320

for Mt(t−ti,mi), using Eq.(4) with δt0 = 120 sec, and Eq.(5) with w = 1 and δ0 = 2.321

The effect of the detection function ΦT on the magnitude distribution for the different322

values of σT is reported in Fig.1a and Fig.1b, for the two different choices of Mt(t−ti,mi),323

respectively.324

In Fig.2 and Fig.3 we plot b(Mth), b+(δMth), b++(δMth), and bf+(τ) for different325

values of σT in the definition of ΦT (Eq.(7)) as a function of N . We remark that N is326

a decreasing function of Mth, δMth and τ , and the largest value of N for each curve, cor-327

responds to Mth = 0, δMth = 0 and τ = 0, respectively.328

In Fig.2a and Fig.3a we consider the case σT = 0, for the two different choices329

of Mt(t−ti,mi). These figures show that, despite the large incompleteness of the cat-330

alog (with even over 94% of earthquakes removed), b+(δMth) ≃ btrue already for δMth =331

0. Conversely, b(Mth) is systematically smaller than btrue and approaches the correct value332

only for N < 200, when Mc ≥ 3.8. The situation changes by increasing σT (Fig. 2(b-333

c) and Fig.3(b-c)), where deviations of b+(δMth) from the theoretical value btrue are ob-334

served at small values of δMth. We remark that, decreasing σT leads to a increase of the335

incompleteness of the data set, as evident from Fig.1. Accordingly, the behavior of Fig.2336

and Fig.3 leads to the apparently inconsistent result that the larger is the incomplete-337

ness the more accurate can be the b-value estimate. This apparent paradox relies in the338
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Figure 1. (Color online) The number of earthquakes N(m) with magnitude in [m,m + 1) in

the numerical catalog with STAI implemented via the detection function ΦT with two different

choices of Mt(t − ti,mi) (Eq.(5) with w = 1 and δ0 = 2 in panel (a) and Eq.(4) in panel (b)

for δt0 = 120 sec) and for different values of σT (see legend). The legend reports the percent-

age of earthquakes removed from the original complete catalog. The magenta dashed line is the

theoretical GR law with btrue = 1.
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properties of the conditional distribution ΦT (mj −MT |mi) in Eq.(16) and it is fully ex-339

pected according to the analysis in Sec.3.3. This is confirmed by the fact that, for finite340

σT the correct value b+(δMth) ≃ btrue is recovered for values of δMth ≳ σT . As ex-341

pected, for small σT (σT < 5) at each N , b+(δMth) remains significantly larger than342

b(Mth), indicating that b+ much better approximates the theoretical value btrue. Only343

for unrealistic values σT ≥ 5, and Mt(t − ti,mi) given by Eq.(5), the two quantities344

provide similar results. However, we remark that even for these unrealistic large values345

of σT , b+(δMth) also evaluated at δMth = 0, deviates from btrue by less than 20%. This346

is a trivial consequence of the fact that for large values of σT catalogs are more complete.347

Numerical simulations support the analytical predictions (Sec.3.3) for different choices348

of the functional form of the completeness magnitude MT (t), as confirmed by the com-349

parison between Fig.2 and Fig.3, and also for the results (not shown) obtained for other350

values of parameters δt0, w, and δ0 in the definitions of Mt(t− ti,mi) (Eq.s(4,5)).351

In Fig.2 and Fig.3 we also plot b++(δMth) for the two different choices of Mt(t−352

ti,mi). We observe that at fixed δMth, b++(δMth) on average better approximates btrue353

than b+(δMth). Nevertheless, by plotting the two quantities versus N , as in Fig.2 and354

Fig.3, we do not observe any improvement of the b-more-positive method compared to355

the b-positive one, with the difference between b++(δMth) and b+(δMth) which is always356

of the order of σN at any N . In the case σT ≃ 0, b+(δMth = 0) already presents a357

reasonable estimate of btrue using a number of earthquakes about three times larger than358

those used in the evaluation of b++(δMth = 0). Thus, we conclude that b+(δMth) is359

equivalently or even more efficient than b++(δMth), and therefore, there is no advantage360

to consider further constraints on previous magnitudes mi−k (Sec.3.5).361

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we also present the results for bf+(τ) as a function of N . Our362

findings indicate that, regardless of the value of N and σT , b
f
+(τ) consistently exhibits363

values that are comparable to, but closer to btrue than those obtained by b+(δMth). The364

improvement, while small, is significant for large values of σT and large N . Specifically,365

our results demonstrate that the b-more-incomplete method is slightly more efficient than366

the b-positive method, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.367
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Figure 2. (Color online) The quantities b(Mth) (black circles), b+(δMth) (red squares),

b++(δMth) (green diamonds) and the bf+(τ) (blue triangles) are plotted versus the number of

earthquakes N used for their evaluation, for the synthetic catalog where STAI is implemented

according to the detection magnitude Mt(t− ti,mi) defined in Eq.(5) with w = 1 and δ0 = 2. The

continuous indigo line represents the exact b-value btrue, with error bars indicating σN . Different

panels correspond to different choices of σT : σT = 0 (a), σT = 1 (b) and σT = 5 (c).
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Figure 3. (Color online) The same of Fig.2 for the synthetic catalog where STAI is imple-

mented according to the detection magnitude Mt(t − ti,mi) defined in Eq.(4) with δt = 120

sec.
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4.2 Background activity368

We generate a numerical catalog where earthquakes are Poisson-distributed in time,369

with a probability µ(x, y) representing an estimate of the background rate in Southern370

California obtained in Petrillo and Lippiello (2020). The catalog covers a period of 20371

years, and since earthquakes are sufficiently separated in time, only a few events will be372

removed due to STAI. To account for incompleteness in the data set, we filter the cat-373

alog using the detection function ΦR, with different choices for σR. We divide the region374

into grids of size 0.2◦×0.2◦ and assign to each grid an incompleteness level MR, which375

is randomly extracted from the range [1 : 4]. A smoothing procedure is then applied376

over a smoothing distance of 0.2◦. The number of removed earthquakes increases as σR377

decreases, as evident from the magnitude distribution (Fig. 4).378

We remark that bf+(τ) is practically indistinguishable from b+(δMth = 0) for rea-379

sonable values of τ < 1000 sec. Accordingly, the quantity bf+(τ) is not of interest in this380

situation and is not considered. For similar reasons, the quantity b++(δMth) is not ex-381

pected to produce a significant advantage compared to b+(δMth). For these reasons, we382

focus only on the comparison between b(Mth) and b+(δMth, dR) for different incomplete383

catalogs corresponding to different levels of incompleteness caused by different values of384

σR. In particular, for each value of σR, we explore the influence of dR (Fig. 5).385

We observe that for any value of σR, b+(δMth, dR) with dR = 10◦, which is equiv-386

alent to dR = ∞, provides a less accurate estimate of btrue compared to b(Mth). How-387

ever, for small σR, by reducing dR, b+(δMth, dR) better approximates btrue, becoming388

significantly more efficient than b(Mth) for dR ≲ 0.1◦. In particular, when σR = 0,389

b+(δMth, dR) with dR = 0.02◦ provides an accurate estimate of btrue even for δMth =390

0.391

This study confirms the central role played by ΦR(mj−mR|mi) in removing the392

effect of incompleteness in the distribution of the magnitude difference mj−mi, strongly393

supporting the analytical arguments in Sec.3.3.394

5 Experimental data395

In this section, we focus on the 2019 Ridgecrest Sequence, which has been exten-396

sively investigated by van der Elst (2021) using the b-positive method. Therefore, we397

can make a better comparison with existing results. We present results for the complete398
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Figure 4. (Color online) The number of earthquakes N(m) with magnitude in [m,m + 1)

in the numerical catalog of background earthquakes presenting SNDI with different values of

σR (see legend). The legend reports the percentage of earthquakes removed from the original

complete catalog. The magenta dashed line is the theoretical GR law with btrue = 1.
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Figure 5. (Color online) The quantities b(Mth) (black circles) and b+(δMth, dR) are plot-

ted versus the number of earthquakes N used for their evaluation. Different colors and symbols

correspond to b+(δMth, dR) for different values of dR (see legend). The continuous indigo line

represents the exact b-value btrue, with error bars indicating σN . Different panels correspond to

different choices of σR: σR = 0 (a), σR = 1 (b) and σR = 5 (c).
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aftershock zone identified by van der Elst (2021), corresponding to a lat/lon box with399

corners [35.2,-118.2],[36.4,-117.0]. We restrict our study to the temporal window of 10400

days following the M6.4 foreshock (see Fig. 6a) including all earthquakes with mi ≥ mL =401

0 present in the USGS Comprehensive Catalog. The short-term incompleteness of the402

data set is clearly visible in the temporal window of a few days following the M6.4 fore-403

shock and, even more clearly, after the M7.1 mainshock, when only few small earthquakes404

are reported in the catalog.405

We first consider the whole time window of 10 days and plot b(Mth), b+(δMth), b++(δMth),406

and bf+(τ) as a function of the number of earthquakes N used in their evaluation. The407

constraint on spatial distance, by focusing on b+(δMth, dR), does not produce any ad-408

vantage since, as discussed in Sec. 3.3, incompleteness in the first part of the sequence409

is mostly caused by overlap of aftershock coda-waves with MT always larger than MR.410

Results plotted in Fig.7 show that, as expected, b(Mth) strongly depends on N , i.e.,411

it strongly depends on Mth, and only for Mth ≥ 3.7 does it appear to converge to a rea-412

sonably stable value b ≃ 1. Nevertheless, for Mth ≥ 3.7, N < 250, and this implies413

that fluctuations in the estimate of b are of the order of 10%, which does not allow for414

an accurate estimate of the b-value. It is worth noticing that the condition N < 250415

is obtained by focusing on the whole time window of 10 days, and therefore, it is obvi-416

ous that the evaluation of b(Mth) on shorter time windows is even more dominated by417

fluctuations. This implies that the traditional method based on b(Mth) is not suitable418

for describing the temporal evolution of the b-value in the temporal window after large419

earthquakes. Since the mechanism responsible for the presence of the time-dependent420

completeness magnitude is expected to be quite universal (see Sec.2), it is reasonable to421

assume that this consideration, obtained for the Ridgecrest sequence, generally applies422

to other sequences.423

At the same time, Fig. 7 shows that the dependence of b+(δMth) on N , or equiv-424

alently on δMth, is much smoother, with b+(δMth) ranging from the initial value b+(δMth) =425

0.90± 0.01 for δMth = 0 to a stable value b+(δMth) = 0.96± 0.02 for δMth = 0.8.426

Fig.7 also shows that b++(δMth) reaches an asymptotic value of 0.98 ± 0.02 for427

δMth = 0. Moreover, the difference between b+(δMth) for δMth ≥ 0.3 and b++(δMth)428

for δMth ≥ 0 is always within the statistical uncertainty. Regarding the behavior of bf+(τ),429

we observe that its dependence on N appears even less pronounced than the one observed430
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for b+(δMth). In particular, for values of N > 2000, bf+(τ) appears systematically smaller431

than b+(δMth), with the difference remaining comparable to statistical uncertainty. The432

value provided by bf+(τ) with τ = 120 sec (N = 3500) is 0.95 ± 0.02, which is consis-433

tent with the one obtained from b+(δMc) and δMth ≥ 0.3.434

This analysis of the global period of 10 days shows that b+(δMth), b++(δMth), and435

bf+(τ) are much less sensitive to incompleteness than b(Mc), in agreement with analyt-436

ical predictions. All of them provide a reasonable approximation even when more than437

N = 3000 earthquakes are considered in their evaluation. In other words, b+(δMth),438

b++(δMth), and bf+(τ) can be evaluated with a number of events which is about 10 times439

larger than the one required for the calculation of b(Mth), and therefore, these quanti-440

ties are also suitable for monitoring the temporal evolution of the b-value.441

Accordingly, we use the results of Fig.7 to obtain the values of δMth and τ for a442

reasonable estimate of b via b+(δMth), b++(δMth), or b
f
+(τ). The results suggest δMth =443

0.3 for b+(δMth), although we present very similar results obtained with δMth = 0.2,444

since this is the value used by van der Elst (2021) in his study. At the same time, we use445

δMth = 0 and τ = 120 sec for b++(δMth) and bf+(τ), respectively. We note that our446

results are weakly affected by different choices of δMth and τ , as expected based on the447

weak dependence on N observed in Fig.7. To explore the temporal evolution of the b-448

value, we followed the method used by van der Elst (2021), dividing the 10-day inter-449

val into sub-intervals containing 400 events each, and calculating b+(δMth = 0.2), b++(δMth =450

0), and bf+(τ = 120) for each sub-interval. We then plot these three quantities as a func-451

tion of the final time of each sub-interval. Note that the effective number of earthquakes452

N used in the evaluation of the three quantities in each sub-interval is always smaller453

than 400. For comparison, we also plotted the temporal evolution of b(Mth) with Mth =454

3, chosen to reduce the effect of incompleteness while keeping a sufficient number N >455

10 of earthquakes for its evaluation in each sub-interval.456

The behavior of b+(δMth = 0.2) is consistent (Fig.6b) with the results obtained457

by van der Elst (2021). Specifically, we observe a small value of b+ after the M6.4 fore-458

shock, a recovery of the pre-foreshock value immediately before the M7.1 mainshock, and459

a value that remains high immediately after the mainshock before decaying to an asymp-460

totic value that fluctuates around b+ ≃ 0.9. This trend is also confirmed by b++(δMth =461

0) and bf+(τ = 120) (Fig. 6b), although they exhibit some differences with b+(δMth =462
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Figure 6. (Color online) (a) Magnitudes versus time for the Ridgecrest 2019 sequence. (b)

The quantities b(Mth = 3) (black circles), b+(δMth = 0.2) (red squares), b++(δMth = 0) (green

diamonds) and bf+(τ = 120) (blue triangles) are plotted versus time for the Ridgecrest 2019

sequence. For each quantity, error bars are obtained according to Eq.(9).
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0.2). However, the observed differences always remain within statistical uncertainty. Ac-463

cordingly, our study confirms the observation made by van der Elst (2021) of a reduc-464

tion in the b-value between the foreshock and mainshock, compared to the previous tem-465

poral window and also compared to the temporal window after the mainshock. This fea-466

ture has been proposed by Gulia and Wiemer (2019); Gulia et al. (2020) as a precursory467

pattern for large earthquake forecasting. However, in agreement with the b+ estimate468

by van der Elst (2021), our results from b++ and bf+ show that this pattern is less pro-469

nounced compared to the one obtained from b(Mth), making its identification more chal-470

lenging. Similar conclusions can be drawn for other fore-mainshock sequences, includ-471

ing the 2016 Amatrice-Norcia, Italy, sequence, the 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, sequence,472

and the 2011 Tohoku-oki, Japan, sequence, which have also been analyzed by van der473

Elst (2021). In these catalogs, the results from b++ and bf+ (not shown) are compara-474

ble, within statistical uncertainty, with the b+ estimates evaluated in van der Elst (2021).475

6 Conclusions476

We have studied the probability distribution of the magnitude difference δm = mj−477

mi in incomplete catalogs, where j ≥ i + 1 and restricting to positive δm, under the478

assumption that magnitudes in the complete data set obey the GR law with coefficient479

b. We have considered two types of incompleteness: instrumental incompleteness, which480

is related to the spatial density of seismic stations, and short-term aftershock incomplete-481

ness, which is caused by obscuration effects induced by the overlap of aftershock coda-482

waves.483

We have shown that, under the ideal case where only earthquakes larger than a com-484

pleteness magnitude are detected, the magnitude difference δm follows an exponential485

law with coefficient b+, which is exactly equal to b. However, in real situations, a small486

fraction of events below the completeness magnitude are sometimes detected, resulting487

in detection functions that change from 0 to 1 on a finite magnitude interval σT . For a488

finite value of σT , b+ is no longer equal to b but still represents a good approximation.489

To recover the correct b-value, we propose three strategies. First, we restrict to mag-490

nitude differences δm larger than a threshold δMth ≳ σT . Second, we focus on the dis-491

tribution of the magnitude difference mi+1−mi with the further constraint mi > mi−1.492

Third, we evaluate the distribution of magnitude differences in an artificial catalog that493
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Figure 7. (Color online) The quantities b(Mth) (black circles), b+(δMth) (red squares),

b++(δMth) (green diamonds) and bf+(τ) (blue triangles) are plotted versus the number oe earth-

quakes N used for their evaluation, for the whole period of 10 days during the Ridgecrest 2019

sequence.
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is imposed to be incomplete via a detection function presenting a sharp transition be-494

tween 0 and 1.495

Our overall scenario is supported by extended numerical simulations, which con-496

firm the analytical prediction that the b-positive method becomes more efficient as σT497

decreases, i.e., as the incompleteness of the data set increases. This is also supported by498

the fact that the b-more-incomplete method, which is based on the evaluation of bf+, ap-499

pears to be more advantageous. In contrast, the b-more-positive method, which is based500

on the use of b++, does not present significant advantages with respect to b+.501

We have demonstrated that the b-positive method can also be useful in address-502

ing spatial incompleteness. Specifically, we showed that by evaluating the magnitude dif-503

ference between two earthquakes that occur in regions with the same completeness mag-504

nitude b+ = b. We have therefore introduced the quantity b+(δMth, dR), which repre-505

sents the coefficient of the distribution of magnitude differences between events with epi-506

central distances smaller than dR. Our study indicates that b+(δMth, dR) = b for suf-507

ficiently small dR and for δMth values larger than the typical magnitude interval σR, where508

events are only partially detected. Also this result is confirmed by numerical simulations.509

We also applied the new methodologies to real main-aftershock sequences. Specif-510

ically, we compared the b+ value, already evaluated by van der Elst (2021) during the511

2019 Ridgecrest sequence, with the newly proposed quantities b++ and bf+. We found512

that b+ ≃ b++ ≃ bf+, within statistical uncertainty, which supports the conclusions513

drawn by van der Elst (2021) of a significantly smaller b-value after the M6.4 aftershock,514

in comparison to its previous value and to the value after the M7.1 mainshock. We ob-515

served similar agreement between b+, b++, and bf+ for the other three fore-main-aftershock516

sequences investigated by van der Elst (2021). Our proposed method, therefore, strongly517

supports the efficiency of the procedure developed in van der Elst (2021) in capturing518

the true b-value. At the same time it does not provide new elements to add to the con-519

clusions reached by van der Elst (2021), concerning the possibility of implementing b-520

value changes in a real-time earthquake alarm system.521

We finally remark that the measurement of the b-value using the b-positive method522

can be highly beneficial in managing short-term post-seismic forecasting and can be com-523

bined with procedures based on the envelope of seismic waveforms (Lippiello et al., 2016;524

Lippiello, Cirillo, et al., 2019; Lippiello, Petrillo, Godano, et al., 2019), which enable the525
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extraction of the parameters of the Omori-Utsu law but do not provide access to the b-526

value.527

7 Data Availability Statement528

The seismic catalog for the Ridgecrest sequence is taken from the USGS Compre-529

hensive Catalog (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/). Numerical codes530

for the b-more-positive and b-more-incomplete methods are available at https://github.com/caccioppoli/b-531

more-positive.532
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Key Points:8

• van der Elst (2021) proposes the b-positive method to distinguish genuine b-value9

changes from detection-induced artifacts.10

• The b-positive method exactly estimates true b-value in incomplete catalogs with11

only reported earthquakes above detection threshold.12

• The b-positive method can be enhanced by making the catalog more incomplete.13
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Abstract14

The b-value in earthquake magnitude-frequency distribution quantifies the relative15

frequency of large versus small earthquakes. Monitoring its evolution could provide fun-16

damental insights into temporal variations of stress on different fault patches. However,17

genuine b-value changes are often difficult to distinguish from artificial ones induced by18

temporal variations of the detection threshold. A highly innovative and effective solu-19

tion to this issue has recently been proposed by van der Elst (2021) through the b-positive20

method, which is based on analyzing only the positive differences in magnitude between21

successive earthquakes. Here, we provide support to the robustness of the method, largely22

unaffected by detection issues due to the properties of conditional probability. However,23

we show that the b-positive method becomes less efficient when earthquakes below the24

threshold are reported, leading to the paradoxical behavior that it is more efficient when25

the catalog is more incomplete. Thus, we propose the b-more-incomplete method, where26

the b-method is applied only after artificially filtering the instrumental catalog to be more27

incomplete. We also present other modifications of the b-method, such as the b-more-28

positive method, and demonstrate when these approaches can be efficient in managing29

time-independent incompleteness present when the seismic network is sparse. We pro-30

vide analytical and numerical results and apply the methods to fore-mainshock sequences31

investigated by van der Elst (2021) for validation. The results support the observed small32

changes in b-value as genuine foreshock features.33

Plain Language Summary34

Earthquake magnitudes can vary widely, and the b-value is a common metric used35

to measure the frequency of earthquakes with large versus small magnitudes. In addi-36

tion, the b-value could serve as an indicator of the stress state of different fault patches,37

making it a valuable tool in earthquake research. However, since small earthquakes are38

often obscured by previous larger ones, determining whether changes in the b-value are39

genuine or simply caused by detection problems can be challenging. To address this is-40

sue, a new approach called the b-positive method has been recently developed. The method41

only considers positive changes in magnitude between successive earthquakes. In this study,42

we confirm that the b-positive method is a powerful and effective technique to estimate43

the b-value and is largely unaffected by issues related to detecting earthquakes. In par-44

ticular we show that because of the puzzling aspects of conditional probabilities, the b-45
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positive method is more efficient when the catalog is more incomplete. This allows us46

to develop modifications to the b-method whose results are consistent with those obtained47

using the standard b-method, providing a new efficient tool to monitor the b-value in on-48

going seismic sequences.49

1 Introduction50

The Gutenberg and Richter (GR) law (Gutenberg & Richter, 1944) provides a good

description of the probability p(m) of observing an earthquake of magnitude m, with p(m)

given by

p(m) = b ln(10)10−b(m−mL), (1)

where b is the scaling parameter and mL is a lower bound for the magnitude. The hy-51

pothesis that the b-value is correlated with the stress state (C. Scholz, 1968; Wyss, 1973;52

Amitrano, 2003; Gulia & Wiemer, 2010; C. H. Scholz, 2015) has spurred investigations53

into detecting spatio-temporal variations in b-value, which could serve as indicators of54

stress changes triggered by significant foreshocks and precursor patterns (Wiemer & Wyss,55

1997, 2002; Gulia & Wiemer, 2010; K. Z. Nanjo et al., 2012; Tormann et al., 2014, 2015;56

Gulia & Wiemer, 2019; Gulia et al., 2020; K. Nanjo, 2020). While some of the above b-57

value variation patterns have been observed in realistic numerical models of seismic faults58

(Lippiello, Petrillo, Landes, & Rosso, 2019; Petrillo et al., 2020; Lippiello et al., 2021),59

accurately differentiating between genuine and spurious variations continues to pose a60

significant challenge (Marzocchi et al., 2019). This is because the detection threshold presents61

irregular behavior and small earthquakes can go unreported due to inadequate spatial62

coverage of the seismic network (Schorlemmer & Woessner, 2008; Mignan et al., 2011;63

Mignan & Woessner, 2012) or being obscured by coda waves generated by previous larger64

earthquakes (Kagan, 2004; Helmstetter et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2007; Lippiello et al.,65

2016; Hainzl, 2016a, 2016b; de Arcangelis et al., 2018; Petrillo et al., 2020; Hainzl, 2021).66

Failure to properly account for both mechanisms can lead to a significant underestima-67

tion of the b-value. To address the issue of incomplete reporting, a common approach68

is to limit the evaluation of the b-value to magnitudes greater than a threshold Mth. This69

threshold is typically chosen to be larger than the completeness magnitude Mc, which70

is defined as the magnitude above which detection are not impacted by completeness is-71

sues. However, the constraint on magnitudes m > Mth can pose challenges for moni-72

toring spatio-temporal variations in the b-value since it necessitates using a restricted73
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number N of earthquakes within each space-time region. While the finite value of N can74

be accommodated to correct for systematic positive biases in the b-value (Godano et al.,75

2023), it also introduces statistical fluctuations that, for small data sets, can become sig-76

nificant and mask genuine b-value variations.77

A remarkably innovative solution to the problem has been recently proposed by van der78

Elst (2021). He introduced the ”b-positive” method, which obtains the b-value from the79

distribution of magnitude differences δm = mi+1−mi between two consecutive earth-80

quakes i and i+1 in the catalog. In particular, for a complete data set that obeys the81

GR law (Eq.1), it is easy to show that the distribution of δm, p(δm), is an exponential82

function with exactly the same coefficient b+ = b. The striking result by van der Elst83

(2021), corroborated by extended numerical simulations, is that if one restricts to pos-84

itive δm, p(δm) is much less affected by detection problems than p(m), and b+ ≃ b also85

for incomplete catalogs.86

A simple explanation for the effectiveness of the b-positive method is that by re-87

stricting to positive values of δm, the method focuses on larger magnitude earthquakes88

that are less affected by detection thresholds or limitations. However, at first glance, this89

approach may not seem significantly different from imposing the condition m > Mth90

on p(m), and it does not reveal the unique advantages of the b-positive method.91

In our manuscript, we shed light on the deeper implications of constraining mi+1 >92

mi in the presence of detection issues. We demonstrate how the properties of conditional93

probabilities reveal the exceptional efficiency of the b-positive method. Indeed we will94

show that even for extremely incomplete catalogs, under specific conditions, the b-positive95

method provides an exact and precise evaluation of the b-value. This occurs also when96

its standard estimate via the GR law requires such a large value of Mth that it is dom-97

inated by statistical fluctuations. In particular, we demonstrate that if the detection prob-98

abilities of the events i+1 and i are uncorrelated, the b-positive method is counterpro-99

ductive since it only reduces the statistical sample for the computation of b+ by about100

50%. On the other hand, the efficiency of the b-positive method becomes evident when101

the two detection probabilities are strongly correlated, as in real seismic catalogs. This102

result is exact under the hypothesis that all and only the events above the completeness103

level Mc are reported in the catalogs. However, in instrumental catalogs, it is reason-104

able to assume that a small fraction of earthquakes with mi < Mc are identified, and105
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in these cases, the relation b+ = b is no longer exact. Nevertheless, these conditions oc-106

cur infrequently, and this makes b+ always a very good approximation for the true b-value.107

Once the mechanisms responsible for the efficiency of the b-method have been identi-108

fied, we also propose different generalizations of the method that can contribute to even109

more accurate estimates of the b-value through the analysis of the magnitude difference110

distribution.111

2 Magnitude incompleteness112

Incomplete earthquake catalogs occur due to two primary reasons: seismic network113

density incompleteness (SNDI) and short-term aftershock incompleteness (STAI). SNDI114

arises when it is difficult to detect earthquakes because the signal-to-noise ratio is low.115

Various factors, including noise filtering ability and the distance between the earthquake116

epicenter and the seismic stations necessary to locate an event, can affect it. A detec-117

tion magnitude MR(x⃗) that depends on the density of seismic stations around the epi-118

central position x⃗ can quantify SNDI. For a given seismic network, SNDI is a static prop-119

erty of the geographic region.120

In contrast, STAI is a time-dependent property that changes rapidly in the after-

math of a large earthquake. Empirical observations (Kagan, 2004; Helmstetter et al., 2006)

indicate that STAI can be described in terms of a completeness magnitude depending

on time Mc = MT (t) and exhibiting a logarithmic dependence on the temporal distance

from the mainshock for times t > 0. The equation below describes MT (t), where mM

is the magnitude of the mainshock, and q ≈ 1 and ∆m ∈ [4, 4.5] (with time measured

in days) are two fitting parameters:

MT (t) = mM − q log(t)−∆m. (2)

The presence of a lower-bound on aftershock detection is readily observable from121

the seismic waveform envelope µ(t) at times t following a mainshock (Lippiello et al., 2016;122

Lippiello, Cirillo, et al., 2019; Lippiello, Petrillo, Godano, et al., 2019). Specifically, µ(t)123

is always greater than a minimum value µc(t), which exhibits a logarithmic decay sim-124

ilar to that of MT (t) (Eq.(2)). Lippiello et al. (2016) have explained the existence of µc(t)125

in terms of overlap between aftershock coda waves, and have demonstrated that the de-126

cay of µc(t) incorporates the parameters governing the decay of aftershocks according127

to the Omori-Utsu law (Utsu et al., 1995). Consequently, it is possible to estimate the128
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expected number of aftershocks in the immediate aftermath of a mainshock (Lippiello,129

Petrillo, Godano, et al., 2019).130

The existence of a time-dependent completeness magnitude MT (t) in Eq.(2) can

be therefore attributed to the fact that earthquakes with the logarithmic of peak am-

plitude smaller than µc(t) cannot be detected. This obscuration effect, responsible for

STAI, can be incorporated introducing, after each aftershock with magnitude mi occur-

ring at time the ti, a detection magnitude Mt(t−ti,mi) leading to a completeness mag-

nitude at the time t

MT (t|Hi) = max
ti<t

Mt(t− ti,mi) (3)

where the maximum must be evaluated over all the earthquakes occurred up to time ti131

which are indicated in the compact notation Hi. Different functional forms have been132

proposed for Mt(t− ti,mi)133

Mt(t− ti,mi) =

 mi if t− ti < δt0

mL if t− ti ≥ δt0

(4)

Mt(t− ti,mi) = mi − w log(t− ti)− δ0, (5)

Mt(t− ti,mi) = ν0 + ν1 exp (−ν2 (3 + log(t− ti))
ν3). (6)

Here Eq.(4) is inspired by the hypothesis of a constant blind time δt0 proposed by134

Hainzl (2016b, 2016a, 2021), according to which an earthquake hides all subsequent smaller135

ones if they occur at a temporal distance smaller than δt0. Eq.(5) implements the func-136

tional form of MT (t) in Eq.(2), whereas Eq.(6) is the one proposed by Ogata and Kat-137

sura (2006). Eq.(5) is also the one implemented by van der Elst (2021) in his study. In138

this manuscript, we consider the first two functional forms, which both reproduce sta-139

tistical features of aftershocks in instrumental catalogs, even if Eq.(5) better captures140

magnitude correlations between subsequent aftershocks (de Arcangelis et al., 2018).141

We next indicate with ΦT (m−MT (t|Hi)) the probability to detect an earthquake

with magnitude m at the time t, with the function ΦT (y) given be

ΦT (y) =

 1 if y > 0

1− Erf(y/σT ) if y ≤ 0
, (7)

where Erf(y) is the error function obtained assuming a detection filter based on a cu-142

mulative normal distribution with mean MT (t|Hi) and standard deviation σT , as pro-143

posed by Ogata and Katsura (1993) and also used by van der Elst (2021). Accordingly,144
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all events with m ≥ MT (t|Hi) are detected, whereas there is a probability strictly smaller145

than 1 to detect earthquakes with m < MT (t|Hi), a probability which rapidly approaches146

zero as soon as m < MT (t|Hi)−σT . σT is a quantity that is difficult to estimate, and147

previous findings indicate values (van der Elst, 2021; Petrillo et al., 2020) of the order148

σT ≃ 0.2. We remark that the detection function ΦT (y) (Eq.(7)) slightly differs from149

the one considered in Ogata and Katsura (1993) and van der Elst (2021), which presents150

a smoother behavior around y = 0, with ΦT (0) = 0.5 and ΦT (y) approaching 1 only151

for y > 1.152

A functional form similar to Eq.(7) is also proposed to take into account SNDI, with153

the detection probability ΦR (m−MR(x⃗)) still following Eq.(7) with a standard devi-154

ation σR instead of σT . Finally, the detection probability in the presence of both STAI155

and SNDI is given by the product ΦR (m−MR(x⃗)) ΦT (m−MT (t|Hi)).156

3 Analytical results157

3.1 Standard evaluation of the b-value158

Assuming that magnitude distribution obeys the GR law Eq.(1), and restricting

to magnitudes larger than the threshold value Mth, from likelihood maximization one

obtains (Aki, 1965)

b(Mth) =
1

ln(10)(⟨m⟩ −Mth)
, (8)

where ⟨m⟩ is the average magnitude in the data set. Indicating with N the number of

earthquakes with mi > Mth, b(Mth) presents a statistical uncertainty σN given by (Shi

& Bolt, 1982),

σN = ln(10)b(Mth)
2 σm√

N(N − 1)
(9)

where σm is the standard deviation of the magnitude.159

Eq.(8) holds in the hypothesis that magnitudes are continuous random variables.160

However, in earthquake catalogs, magnitudes are often reported only to one or two dec-161

imal places. In such cases, a correcting term needs to be added to the denominator of162

Eq.(8) to account for this discretization. Alternatively, as suggested by Godano et al.163

(2014), we can add a random noise term to the last digit of the reported magnitudes to164

make them continuous, and then apply Eq.(8). In the following analysis, we will adopt165

this strategy.166
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3.2 Probability distribution p(δM) in complete data sets167

The cumulative probability to observe a magnitude difference mi+1 −mi > δm,168

with δm > 0, between two generic subsequent earthquakes recorded in a catalog is given169

by170

P (δm) =

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ ∞

mi+δm

dmj

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗j (10)

p (mj = mi + δm, tj , x⃗j |Hj) p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi) , (11)

where we use j = i+1 to simplify the notation and still indicate with Hi all the seis-171

mic history occurred before the occurrence of the i-th event. In the above equation p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi)172

represents the probability density to have an earthquake of magnitude mi at time ti with173

hypocentral coordinates x⃗i, which can depend on previous earthquakes Hi. We further174

specify that integrals in space extend over the whole region Ω covered by the catalog and175

integral in times extend over the whole temporal period [0, T ] covered by the catalog.176

In the following we assume that magnitudes do not depend on occurrence time and

space and obeys the GR law Eq.(1) for magnitudes mi ≥ mL. Correlations with pre-

vious seismicity are introduced by the detection problems discussed in the previous sec-

tion (Sec.2). This implies that

p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi) = βe−β(mi−mL)Λ(ti, x⃗i)Φ (mi −MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi)) Φ (mi −MR (x⃗i)) , (12)

with β = b log(10) and where Λ(ti, x⃗i) is the probability density to have an earthquake177

in ti and x⃗i which satisfies the condition
∫
Ω
dx⃗i

∫ T

0
dtiΛ(ti, x⃗i) = 1. Refined analyses178

(Lippiello, Godano, & de Arcangelis, 2007; Lippiello, Bottiglieri, et al., 2007; Lippiello179

et al., 2008, 2012) do not exclude that a correlation among earthquake magnitudes could180

be also not attributable to detection problems, but this residual contribution is very small181

(Lippiello et al., 2012) and Eq.(12) is a reasonable approximation.182

We start by considering the ideal case when all earthquakes have been reported in

the catalog, i.e. ΦT (mi − MT ) = ΦR(mi − MR) = 1 for all earthquakes. In this case

using the factorization Eq.(12) in Eq.(11) for both p (mi, ti, x⃗i|Hi) and p (mj , tj , x⃗j |Hj),

and setting Φ = 1 for both the detection functions, we obtain

P (δm) = βe−βδm

∫ ∞

mL

dmie
−2β(mi−mL) =

1

2
e−βδm. (13)
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The probability density p(δm) to have mi+1 = mi + δm can be obtained by deriving

P (δm) with respect to δm and changing the sign, finally leading to

p(δm) =
1

2
βe−βδm, δm > 0 (14)

which is a well known result for the distribution of the difference of two independent ran-

dom variables with identical exponential distributions. Eq.(13) shows that, in the ideal

case, δm follows an exponential law equivalent to the GR law with exactly the same co-

efficient β+ = β. Restricting to δm > 0, likelihood maximization then leads to

b+ =
1

ln(10)
β+ =

1

ln(10)

1

⟨δm⟩
, (15)

which gives b+ = b in a fully complete catalog. However, we remark that, in this ideal183

case ΦT = ΦR = 1, it is more convenient to estimate b from Eq.(8) instead of Eq.(15).184

Indeed, in this case, we can set Mth = mL and we can use the whole data set in the185

evaluation of b from Eq.(8) whereas, because of the condition δm > 0, the evaluation186

of b+ is performed on a subset containing about the 50% earthquakes of the original cat-187

alog.188

3.3 Probability distribution p(δM) in incomplete data sets189

We next consider the presence of a non trivial Φ in Eq.(12) which, used in Eq.(11)190

leads to191

P (δm) = β2

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ ∞

mi+δm

dmj

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗j

e−β(mj+mi−2mL)Λ(tj , x⃗j)Λ(ti, x⃗i)ΦT (mj −MT (tj , x⃗j ,Hj |mi)) ΦR (mj −MR (x⃗j |mi))

ΦT (mi −MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi)) ΦR (mi −MR (x⃗i)) . (16)

In the above equation we explicitly use the notation ΦT (mj −MT |mi) and ΦR (mj −MR|mi)192

to specify that the two detection functions must be evaluated in conditions such as the193

previous earthquake mi has been identified and reported in the catalog. In the follow-194

ing we will show that it is exactly this information which makes the evaluation of the195

b-value from p(δm) very efficient. We will illustrate this point by considering two com-196

plementary catalogs: A) a catalog containing only a single seismic sequence; B) a cat-197

alog composed by background events which do not present temporal clustering, i.e. all198

seismic sequences have been removed. For catalog B) the catalog is only affected by SNDI199

since it is reasonable to neglect coda wave overlapping. Indeed, we can assume MT <200
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MR at any time and positions, which is equivalent to set ΦT (mi − MT ) = ΦT (mj −201

MT |mi) = 1 in Eq.(16). In the case A), we have the complementary situation when earth-202

quakes are sufficiently close in time between each other such as MT > MR for all earth-203

quakes and we therefore assume ΦR(mi −MR) = ΦR(mj −MR|mi) = 1. In this case204

the catalog is only affected by STAI.205

3.3.1 The influence of STAI on p(δM)206

We start to consider catalog A) in the condition σT = 0. This implies that events

below the threshold MT are not detected with the trivial but key observation that, since

earthquake i has been detected and reported in the catalog then mi > MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi).

The other key observation is that MT (t, x⃗i,Hi) < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi) at times t > ti, i.e.

the effect of obscuration of seismicity Hi occurred up to time ti is less relevant at larger

times. Combining the previous two observations, we have that any earthquake with mag-

nitude m > mi eventually occurring in the position x⃗i will be detected with a 100%

probability. The further key observation is that, inside a seismic sequence, events occur

sufficiently close in space, such as obscuration effects are very similar for earthquakes be-

longing to the seismic sequence, leading to MT (t, x⃗j ,Hi) ≃ MT (t, x⃗i,Hi). Accordingly,

the subsequent event in the sequence with magnitude mj > mi will be detected with

a 100% probability and therefore

ΦT (mj −MT (tj , x⃗j ,Hj) |mi) = 1 (17)

for j = i+ 1, if mj > mi and x⃗j ≃ x⃗i.207

Using this result in Eq.(16) together with the hypothesis ΦR = 1, we obtain P (δm) =

e−βδmKa with Ka a constant given by

Ka =

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗je
−2β(mi−mL)Λ(ti, x⃗i)Φ (mi −MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi)) ,

(18)

and after deriving

p(δm) = βe−βδmKa. (19)

It is therefore evident that, in the considered limit, the dependence of p(δm) on the δm208

is an exponential function with coefficient β which is not affected by incompleteness and209

exactly coincides with b ln(10). The comparison of Eq.(19) with Eq.(13) shows that STAI210

does not affect the dependence of p(δM) on δM but only affects the coefficient Ka be-211
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ing smaller than 1/2 because of incompleteness. Accordingly, the evaluation of b+ from212

Eq.(15) coincides with the true b-value obtained in an ideal complete catalog.213

This is no longer true in the case σT > 0 when there is a finite probability to de-

tect an earthquake i with mi < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi). Accordingly, it is not always true that

mi+1 > MT (ti+1, x⃗i,Hi) and Eq.(17) is not automatically verified. Nevertheless, it is

very improbable to have mi < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi) − σT and therefore we can state with a

very high confidence that the subsequent earthquake j = i+1 will be detected if mj >

mi + σT and x⃗j ≃ x⃗i. Accordingly, restricting to values of mj > mi + δMth, with

δMth ≳ σT , Eq.(17) is expected to hold also for a finite σT . For a finite value of δMth,

Eq.(15) must be generalized leading to

b+(δMth) =
1

ln(10)

1

⟨δm⟩ − δMth
, (20)

which approaches the true b-value for δMth ≳ σT . The problem is that the value of σT214

is not known and it is difficult to be inferred from data. To identify the optimal value215

of δMth, one possible approach is to find the minimum value of δMth such that b+(δMth)216

no longer depends on δMth. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the optimal threshold217

value for δMth is typically around σT , which is independent of mL and roughly on the218

order of 0.2. As a result, the number of earthquakes N used to determine b+(δMth) in219

Eq.(20) is expected to be much greater than the number used to evaluate b(Mth) from220

Eq.(8). This is because, following a large mainshock, one is often required to consider221

large values of Mth −ml to avoid the influence of incompleteness.222

3.4 The influence of SNDI on p(δM)223

We next turn to consider the catalog B), when Eq.(16) takes the form224

P (δm) = β2

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ ∞

mi+δm

dmj

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗j

e−β(mj+mi−2mL)Λ(tj , x⃗j)Λ(ti, x⃗i)ΦR (mj −MR (x⃗j |mi)) Φ (mi −MR (x⃗i)) .(21)

In this case, even for σR = 0, the information that mi has been detected, i.e. mi >

MR (x⃗i), does not contain information on the relation between mj and MR (x⃗j). How-

ever, the situation changes if we define the earthquake j to consider in Eq.(21) as the

first event after ti, with magnitude larger than mi, such as the hypocentral distance dij

between x⃗j and x⃗i is smaller than a given threshold dR. Indeed, for sufficiently smaller

dR it becomes very probable that MR (x⃗j) ≃ MR (x⃗i) and therefore we can infer mj >
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MR (x⃗i) which implies

ΦR (mj −MR (x⃗j |mi)) = 1. (22)

Therefore, introducing the quantity P (δm|dij < dR), which represents the cumu-

lative probability to have two subsequent earthquakes with a distance dij < dR and mj−

mi > δm, using Eq.(22) in Eq.(21), after deriving, we obtain

p(δm|dij < dR) = βe−βδmKb (23)

with Kb a constant given by

Kb =

∫ ∞

mL

dmi

∫ T

0

dti

∫
Ω

dx⃗i

∫ T

ti

dtj

∫
Ω

dx⃗je
−2β(mi−mL)Λ(ti, x⃗i)ΦR (mi −MR (x⃗i)) . (24)

The condition dij < dR, for small values of dR, therefore ensures that p(δm|dij < dR)225

follows an exponential distribution with exactly the same coefficient β = b ln(10) of the226

GR law and is not affected by detection problems. As for the case of catalog A), this ar-227

gument strictly holds only for σR = 0. More generally, we define b+(δMth, dR) the value228

of b+ extracted from Eq.(20) with the further constraints that ⟨δm⟩ must be calculated229

on subsequent earthquakes with dij < dR. By taking δMth ≳ σR one expects that b+(δMth, dR)230

gives the true b-value.231

We remark that the condition dij < dR can contribute to improve also detection232

problems related to STAI, since a key condition for the validity of Eq.(17) is that x⃗i and233

x⃗j are sufficiently close such as MT (tj , x⃗j ,Hi) < MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi). On the other hand,234

a too small dR does not take into account the contribution of an earthquake belonging235

to the same sequence, which have occurred in the interval (ti, tj), and with magnitude236

larger than mi. The occurrence of such an earthquake introduces obscuration effects that237

invalidate Eq.(17). The constraint dij < dR therefore can be also included for the β eval-238

uation in post-seismic periods but with dR of the size of the aftershock zone.239

3.5 Improvement on the estimate of the b-value from p(δm)240

We have shown that, in presence of finite σT and σR, b+(δMth) exactly coincides241

with the true b-value if one considers values of δMth larger than σT and/or σR, which242

unfortunately are not known. In this section we present two alternative strategies to im-243

prove the b-positive method and we discuss their efficiency via numerical simulations in244

the next Section.245
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3.5.1 b-more-positive246

Within this approach we still consider the evaluation of b+ with δm = mi+1 >247

mi but imposing the further constraint mi > mi−1. We can extend the argument de-248

veloped in the previous Sec.3.2 to incorporate this further constraint and show that P (δm)249

in the ideal case with ΦT = ΦR = 1 is still a pure exponential function with coeffi-250

cient β. We will next define b++(δMth) the value of b+ extracted from Eq.(20), when251

the further constraint mi > mi−1 is imposed. This approach is a sort of iteration of252

the argument adopted in passing from b to b+ and it is, therefore, quite intuitive to un-253

derstand that b++ provides an estimate which is closer to the true b-value, compared to254

b+, for each value of δMth. The process can be iterated many times to take into account255

up to the mi−k magnitude, but it is evident that each iteration significantly reduces the256

number N of earthquakes included in the evaluation. For instance, for the same value257

of δMth, b++(δMth) is evaluated of a subset containing on average 1/3 of the earthquakes258

used in the evaluation of b+(δMth). In this study we stop at the second iteration lim-259

iting us to consider b++. We indeed anticipate the results of numerical simulations (Sec.4)260

that this iterative procedure, defined “b-more-positive”, does not appear advantageous261

with respect to the b-positive method.262

3.5.2 b-more-incomplete263

As shown by Eq.(19) and confirmed by numerical simulation in the next Section264

4, in the case σT = 0, b+ provides a very accurate estimate of the true b value inside265

aftershock sequences. A possibility to compensate the effect of finite values of σT , is by266

imposing to the seismic catalog an artificial filter ΦA (mi −MA (ti, r⃗i,Hi)) with ΦA(y) =267

1 if y > 0 and discontinuously changing to ΦA(x) = 0 as soon as y becomes smaller268

or equal to zero. If one could choice MA > MT + σT for any earthquake, this filter is269

equivalent to replace ΦT with ΦA everywhere in Eq.(16). We can therefore replace a func-270

tion ΦT with a finite value of σT , with a function ΦA where σA = 0 by construction271

and then following all the steps leading to Eq.(19). For sake of simplicity, here we con-272

sider MA (ti, x⃗i,Hi) = MT (ti, x⃗i,Hi) given in Eq.(3) with the functional form Eq.(4)273

for Mt. This corresponds to a constant blind time τ = δt0 and the filter ΦA can be sim-274

ply imposed by removing from the catalog all the earthquakes which occur at a tempo-275

ral distance smaller than τ , after a previous larger earthquake. We therefore indicate with276

bf+(τ) the quantity b+ evaluated according to Eq.(15) in a catalog filtered with the func-277
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tion ΦA with blind time τ . By setting τ > τexp, which represents the blind time in the278

instrumental catalogs, bf+(τ) provides an accurate estimate of the true b-value. However,279

since τexp is difficult to extract from data, the best strategy is the evaluation of bf+(τ)280

for increasing value of τ and stopping at the value where it no longer depends on τ . In-281

deed, by increasing τ the number of earthquakes N for the computation of bf+(τ) reduces.282

We remark that this approach, defined “b-more-incomplete” can only reduce de-283

tection problems caused by STAI but it is not relevant to take into account the SNDI.284

4 Numerical simulations285

We generate synthetic earthquake catalogs to simulate two different scenarios that286

resemble the conditions of Catalog A and Catalog B in Sec. 3.3.287

For the first scenario, we generate a single Omori sequence using the ETAS model288

(Ogata, 1985, 1988b, 1988a, 1989) with a single Poisson event, which is the first event289

in the sequence. We assume that this first event occurs at time t = 0 with epicentral290

coordinates (0, 0) and magnitude m1 = 8. We use a standard algorithm to simulate the291

cascading process (de Arcangelis et al., 2016) with realistic parameters obtained by like-292

lihood maximization in Southern California (Bottiglieri et al., 2011). We verify that the293

results do not depend on the choice of parameters.294

For the second scenario, we generate a complementary catalog that only includes295

background earthquakes. These earthquakes follow a Poisson distribution in time, while296

their spatial occurrence is implemented according to the background occurrence rate es-297

timated by Petrillo and Lippiello (2020) for the Southern California region.298

For both catalogs, we assume that earthquakes follow the Gutenberg-Richter (GR)299

law with a theoretical b-value btrue = 1. We note that equivalent results are obtained300

for other choices of btrue.301

Starting from an ideal complete catalogs up to the lower magnitude mL = 1, we302

remove events from the catalogs according to the detection functions ΦT and ΦR described303

in Sec.2. We then estimate several quantities from the incomplete catalogs, including b(Mth)304

(Eq.(8)), b+(δMth) (Eq.(20)), and b+(δMth, dR), as well as the quantities b++(δMth) and305

b+(τ) defined in Sec.3.5. We plot these quantities as a function of the number of earth-306

quakes used in their evaluation, denoted by N . For example, N corresponds to the num-307
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ber of earthquakes with m > Mth when evaluating b(Mth), while it represents the num-308

ber of earthquake pairs with mi+1 ≥ mi+ δMth when evaluating b+(δMth). We com-309

pare these quantities with btrue±σN , where σN is obtained from Eq.(9) for a data set310

of N earthquakes with a b-value equal to btrue. We determine the most efficient method311

as the one that achieves the best agreement with btrue for the largest value of N , i.e.,312

the method that provides an optimal estimate of the b-value while retaining the largest313

number of earthquakes from the original data set.314

4.1 Single Omori Sequence315

We consider the first 14 days of a seismic sequence triggered by a m = 8 main-316

shock. To account for incompleteness in the original ETAS catalog, we apply a filtering317

process using the detection function ΦT (m − MT ) in Eq.(7). We set ΦR = 1, assum-318

ing that MT > MR for all earthquakes in the sequence, which is reasonable in the first319

days after a large mainshock. We use MT from Eq.(3) and implement two different choices320

for Mt(t−ti,mi), using Eq.(4) with δt0 = 120 sec, and Eq.(5) with w = 1 and δ0 = 2.321

The effect of the detection function ΦT on the magnitude distribution for the different322

values of σT is reported in Fig.1a and Fig.1b, for the two different choices of Mt(t−ti,mi),323

respectively.324

In Fig.2 and Fig.3 we plot b(Mth), b+(δMth), b++(δMth), and bf+(τ) for different325

values of σT in the definition of ΦT (Eq.(7)) as a function of N . We remark that N is326

a decreasing function of Mth, δMth and τ , and the largest value of N for each curve, cor-327

responds to Mth = 0, δMth = 0 and τ = 0, respectively.328

In Fig.2a and Fig.3a we consider the case σT = 0, for the two different choices329

of Mt(t−ti,mi). These figures show that, despite the large incompleteness of the cat-330

alog (with even over 94% of earthquakes removed), b+(δMth) ≃ btrue already for δMth =331

0. Conversely, b(Mth) is systematically smaller than btrue and approaches the correct value332

only for N < 200, when Mc ≥ 3.8. The situation changes by increasing σT (Fig. 2(b-333

c) and Fig.3(b-c)), where deviations of b+(δMth) from the theoretical value btrue are ob-334

served at small values of δMth. We remark that, decreasing σT leads to a increase of the335

incompleteness of the data set, as evident from Fig.1. Accordingly, the behavior of Fig.2336

and Fig.3 leads to the apparently inconsistent result that the larger is the incomplete-337

ness the more accurate can be the b-value estimate. This apparent paradox relies in the338
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Figure 1. (Color online) The number of earthquakes N(m) with magnitude in [m,m + 1) in

the numerical catalog with STAI implemented via the detection function ΦT with two different

choices of Mt(t − ti,mi) (Eq.(5) with w = 1 and δ0 = 2 in panel (a) and Eq.(4) in panel (b)

for δt0 = 120 sec) and for different values of σT (see legend). The legend reports the percent-

age of earthquakes removed from the original complete catalog. The magenta dashed line is the

theoretical GR law with btrue = 1.
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properties of the conditional distribution ΦT (mj −MT |mi) in Eq.(16) and it is fully ex-339

pected according to the analysis in Sec.3.3. This is confirmed by the fact that, for finite340

σT the correct value b+(δMth) ≃ btrue is recovered for values of δMth ≳ σT . As ex-341

pected, for small σT (σT < 5) at each N , b+(δMth) remains significantly larger than342

b(Mth), indicating that b+ much better approximates the theoretical value btrue. Only343

for unrealistic values σT ≥ 5, and Mt(t − ti,mi) given by Eq.(5), the two quantities344

provide similar results. However, we remark that even for these unrealistic large values345

of σT , b+(δMth) also evaluated at δMth = 0, deviates from btrue by less than 20%. This346

is a trivial consequence of the fact that for large values of σT catalogs are more complete.347

Numerical simulations support the analytical predictions (Sec.3.3) for different choices348

of the functional form of the completeness magnitude MT (t), as confirmed by the com-349

parison between Fig.2 and Fig.3, and also for the results (not shown) obtained for other350

values of parameters δt0, w, and δ0 in the definitions of Mt(t− ti,mi) (Eq.s(4,5)).351

In Fig.2 and Fig.3 we also plot b++(δMth) for the two different choices of Mt(t−352

ti,mi). We observe that at fixed δMth, b++(δMth) on average better approximates btrue353

than b+(δMth). Nevertheless, by plotting the two quantities versus N , as in Fig.2 and354

Fig.3, we do not observe any improvement of the b-more-positive method compared to355

the b-positive one, with the difference between b++(δMth) and b+(δMth) which is always356

of the order of σN at any N . In the case σT ≃ 0, b+(δMth = 0) already presents a357

reasonable estimate of btrue using a number of earthquakes about three times larger than358

those used in the evaluation of b++(δMth = 0). Thus, we conclude that b+(δMth) is359

equivalently or even more efficient than b++(δMth), and therefore, there is no advantage360

to consider further constraints on previous magnitudes mi−k (Sec.3.5).361

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we also present the results for bf+(τ) as a function of N . Our362

findings indicate that, regardless of the value of N and σT , b
f
+(τ) consistently exhibits363

values that are comparable to, but closer to btrue than those obtained by b+(δMth). The364

improvement, while small, is significant for large values of σT and large N . Specifically,365

our results demonstrate that the b-more-incomplete method is slightly more efficient than366

the b-positive method, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.367
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Figure 2. (Color online) The quantities b(Mth) (black circles), b+(δMth) (red squares),

b++(δMth) (green diamonds) and the bf+(τ) (blue triangles) are plotted versus the number of

earthquakes N used for their evaluation, for the synthetic catalog where STAI is implemented

according to the detection magnitude Mt(t− ti,mi) defined in Eq.(5) with w = 1 and δ0 = 2. The

continuous indigo line represents the exact b-value btrue, with error bars indicating σN . Different

panels correspond to different choices of σT : σT = 0 (a), σT = 1 (b) and σT = 5 (c).
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Figure 3. (Color online) The same of Fig.2 for the synthetic catalog where STAI is imple-

mented according to the detection magnitude Mt(t − ti,mi) defined in Eq.(4) with δt = 120

sec.
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4.2 Background activity368

We generate a numerical catalog where earthquakes are Poisson-distributed in time,369

with a probability µ(x, y) representing an estimate of the background rate in Southern370

California obtained in Petrillo and Lippiello (2020). The catalog covers a period of 20371

years, and since earthquakes are sufficiently separated in time, only a few events will be372

removed due to STAI. To account for incompleteness in the data set, we filter the cat-373

alog using the detection function ΦR, with different choices for σR. We divide the region374

into grids of size 0.2◦×0.2◦ and assign to each grid an incompleteness level MR, which375

is randomly extracted from the range [1 : 4]. A smoothing procedure is then applied376

over a smoothing distance of 0.2◦. The number of removed earthquakes increases as σR377

decreases, as evident from the magnitude distribution (Fig. 4).378

We remark that bf+(τ) is practically indistinguishable from b+(δMth = 0) for rea-379

sonable values of τ < 1000 sec. Accordingly, the quantity bf+(τ) is not of interest in this380

situation and is not considered. For similar reasons, the quantity b++(δMth) is not ex-381

pected to produce a significant advantage compared to b+(δMth). For these reasons, we382

focus only on the comparison between b(Mth) and b+(δMth, dR) for different incomplete383

catalogs corresponding to different levels of incompleteness caused by different values of384

σR. In particular, for each value of σR, we explore the influence of dR (Fig. 5).385

We observe that for any value of σR, b+(δMth, dR) with dR = 10◦, which is equiv-386

alent to dR = ∞, provides a less accurate estimate of btrue compared to b(Mth). How-387

ever, for small σR, by reducing dR, b+(δMth, dR) better approximates btrue, becoming388

significantly more efficient than b(Mth) for dR ≲ 0.1◦. In particular, when σR = 0,389

b+(δMth, dR) with dR = 0.02◦ provides an accurate estimate of btrue even for δMth =390

0.391

This study confirms the central role played by ΦR(mj−mR|mi) in removing the392

effect of incompleteness in the distribution of the magnitude difference mj−mi, strongly393

supporting the analytical arguments in Sec.3.3.394

5 Experimental data395

In this section, we focus on the 2019 Ridgecrest Sequence, which has been exten-396

sively investigated by van der Elst (2021) using the b-positive method. Therefore, we397

can make a better comparison with existing results. We present results for the complete398
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Figure 4. (Color online) The number of earthquakes N(m) with magnitude in [m,m + 1)

in the numerical catalog of background earthquakes presenting SNDI with different values of

σR (see legend). The legend reports the percentage of earthquakes removed from the original

complete catalog. The magenta dashed line is the theoretical GR law with btrue = 1.
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Figure 5. (Color online) The quantities b(Mth) (black circles) and b+(δMth, dR) are plot-

ted versus the number of earthquakes N used for their evaluation. Different colors and symbols

correspond to b+(δMth, dR) for different values of dR (see legend). The continuous indigo line

represents the exact b-value btrue, with error bars indicating σN . Different panels correspond to

different choices of σR: σR = 0 (a), σR = 1 (b) and σR = 5 (c).
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aftershock zone identified by van der Elst (2021), corresponding to a lat/lon box with399

corners [35.2,-118.2],[36.4,-117.0]. We restrict our study to the temporal window of 10400

days following the M6.4 foreshock (see Fig. 6a) including all earthquakes with mi ≥ mL =401

0 present in the USGS Comprehensive Catalog. The short-term incompleteness of the402

data set is clearly visible in the temporal window of a few days following the M6.4 fore-403

shock and, even more clearly, after the M7.1 mainshock, when only few small earthquakes404

are reported in the catalog.405

We first consider the whole time window of 10 days and plot b(Mth), b+(δMth), b++(δMth),406

and bf+(τ) as a function of the number of earthquakes N used in their evaluation. The407

constraint on spatial distance, by focusing on b+(δMth, dR), does not produce any ad-408

vantage since, as discussed in Sec. 3.3, incompleteness in the first part of the sequence409

is mostly caused by overlap of aftershock coda-waves with MT always larger than MR.410

Results plotted in Fig.7 show that, as expected, b(Mth) strongly depends on N , i.e.,411

it strongly depends on Mth, and only for Mth ≥ 3.7 does it appear to converge to a rea-412

sonably stable value b ≃ 1. Nevertheless, for Mth ≥ 3.7, N < 250, and this implies413

that fluctuations in the estimate of b are of the order of 10%, which does not allow for414

an accurate estimate of the b-value. It is worth noticing that the condition N < 250415

is obtained by focusing on the whole time window of 10 days, and therefore, it is obvi-416

ous that the evaluation of b(Mth) on shorter time windows is even more dominated by417

fluctuations. This implies that the traditional method based on b(Mth) is not suitable418

for describing the temporal evolution of the b-value in the temporal window after large419

earthquakes. Since the mechanism responsible for the presence of the time-dependent420

completeness magnitude is expected to be quite universal (see Sec.2), it is reasonable to421

assume that this consideration, obtained for the Ridgecrest sequence, generally applies422

to other sequences.423

At the same time, Fig. 7 shows that the dependence of b+(δMth) on N , or equiv-424

alently on δMth, is much smoother, with b+(δMth) ranging from the initial value b+(δMth) =425

0.90± 0.01 for δMth = 0 to a stable value b+(δMth) = 0.96± 0.02 for δMth = 0.8.426

Fig.7 also shows that b++(δMth) reaches an asymptotic value of 0.98 ± 0.02 for427

δMth = 0. Moreover, the difference between b+(δMth) for δMth ≥ 0.3 and b++(δMth)428

for δMth ≥ 0 is always within the statistical uncertainty. Regarding the behavior of bf+(τ),429

we observe that its dependence on N appears even less pronounced than the one observed430
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for b+(δMth). In particular, for values of N > 2000, bf+(τ) appears systematically smaller431

than b+(δMth), with the difference remaining comparable to statistical uncertainty. The432

value provided by bf+(τ) with τ = 120 sec (N = 3500) is 0.95 ± 0.02, which is consis-433

tent with the one obtained from b+(δMc) and δMth ≥ 0.3.434

This analysis of the global period of 10 days shows that b+(δMth), b++(δMth), and435

bf+(τ) are much less sensitive to incompleteness than b(Mc), in agreement with analyt-436

ical predictions. All of them provide a reasonable approximation even when more than437

N = 3000 earthquakes are considered in their evaluation. In other words, b+(δMth),438

b++(δMth), and bf+(τ) can be evaluated with a number of events which is about 10 times439

larger than the one required for the calculation of b(Mth), and therefore, these quanti-440

ties are also suitable for monitoring the temporal evolution of the b-value.441

Accordingly, we use the results of Fig.7 to obtain the values of δMth and τ for a442

reasonable estimate of b via b+(δMth), b++(δMth), or b
f
+(τ). The results suggest δMth =443

0.3 for b+(δMth), although we present very similar results obtained with δMth = 0.2,444

since this is the value used by van der Elst (2021) in his study. At the same time, we use445

δMth = 0 and τ = 120 sec for b++(δMth) and bf+(τ), respectively. We note that our446

results are weakly affected by different choices of δMth and τ , as expected based on the447

weak dependence on N observed in Fig.7. To explore the temporal evolution of the b-448

value, we followed the method used by van der Elst (2021), dividing the 10-day inter-449

val into sub-intervals containing 400 events each, and calculating b+(δMth = 0.2), b++(δMth =450

0), and bf+(τ = 120) for each sub-interval. We then plot these three quantities as a func-451

tion of the final time of each sub-interval. Note that the effective number of earthquakes452

N used in the evaluation of the three quantities in each sub-interval is always smaller453

than 400. For comparison, we also plotted the temporal evolution of b(Mth) with Mth =454

3, chosen to reduce the effect of incompleteness while keeping a sufficient number N >455

10 of earthquakes for its evaluation in each sub-interval.456

The behavior of b+(δMth = 0.2) is consistent (Fig.6b) with the results obtained457

by van der Elst (2021). Specifically, we observe a small value of b+ after the M6.4 fore-458

shock, a recovery of the pre-foreshock value immediately before the M7.1 mainshock, and459

a value that remains high immediately after the mainshock before decaying to an asymp-460

totic value that fluctuates around b+ ≃ 0.9. This trend is also confirmed by b++(δMth =461

0) and bf+(τ = 120) (Fig. 6b), although they exhibit some differences with b+(δMth =462
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Figure 6. (Color online) (a) Magnitudes versus time for the Ridgecrest 2019 sequence. (b)

The quantities b(Mth = 3) (black circles), b+(δMth = 0.2) (red squares), b++(δMth = 0) (green

diamonds) and bf+(τ = 120) (blue triangles) are plotted versus time for the Ridgecrest 2019

sequence. For each quantity, error bars are obtained according to Eq.(9).
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0.2). However, the observed differences always remain within statistical uncertainty. Ac-463

cordingly, our study confirms the observation made by van der Elst (2021) of a reduc-464

tion in the b-value between the foreshock and mainshock, compared to the previous tem-465

poral window and also compared to the temporal window after the mainshock. This fea-466

ture has been proposed by Gulia and Wiemer (2019); Gulia et al. (2020) as a precursory467

pattern for large earthquake forecasting. However, in agreement with the b+ estimate468

by van der Elst (2021), our results from b++ and bf+ show that this pattern is less pro-469

nounced compared to the one obtained from b(Mth), making its identification more chal-470

lenging. Similar conclusions can be drawn for other fore-mainshock sequences, includ-471

ing the 2016 Amatrice-Norcia, Italy, sequence, the 2016 Kumamoto, Japan, sequence,472

and the 2011 Tohoku-oki, Japan, sequence, which have also been analyzed by van der473

Elst (2021). In these catalogs, the results from b++ and bf+ (not shown) are compara-474

ble, within statistical uncertainty, with the b+ estimates evaluated in van der Elst (2021).475

6 Conclusions476

We have studied the probability distribution of the magnitude difference δm = mj−477

mi in incomplete catalogs, where j ≥ i + 1 and restricting to positive δm, under the478

assumption that magnitudes in the complete data set obey the GR law with coefficient479

b. We have considered two types of incompleteness: instrumental incompleteness, which480

is related to the spatial density of seismic stations, and short-term aftershock incomplete-481

ness, which is caused by obscuration effects induced by the overlap of aftershock coda-482

waves.483

We have shown that, under the ideal case where only earthquakes larger than a com-484

pleteness magnitude are detected, the magnitude difference δm follows an exponential485

law with coefficient b+, which is exactly equal to b. However, in real situations, a small486

fraction of events below the completeness magnitude are sometimes detected, resulting487

in detection functions that change from 0 to 1 on a finite magnitude interval σT . For a488

finite value of σT , b+ is no longer equal to b but still represents a good approximation.489

To recover the correct b-value, we propose three strategies. First, we restrict to mag-490

nitude differences δm larger than a threshold δMth ≳ σT . Second, we focus on the dis-491

tribution of the magnitude difference mi+1−mi with the further constraint mi > mi−1.492

Third, we evaluate the distribution of magnitude differences in an artificial catalog that493
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Figure 7. (Color online) The quantities b(Mth) (black circles), b+(δMth) (red squares),

b++(δMth) (green diamonds) and bf+(τ) (blue triangles) are plotted versus the number oe earth-

quakes N used for their evaluation, for the whole period of 10 days during the Ridgecrest 2019

sequence.
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is imposed to be incomplete via a detection function presenting a sharp transition be-494

tween 0 and 1.495

Our overall scenario is supported by extended numerical simulations, which con-496

firm the analytical prediction that the b-positive method becomes more efficient as σT497

decreases, i.e., as the incompleteness of the data set increases. This is also supported by498

the fact that the b-more-incomplete method, which is based on the evaluation of bf+, ap-499

pears to be more advantageous. In contrast, the b-more-positive method, which is based500

on the use of b++, does not present significant advantages with respect to b+.501

We have demonstrated that the b-positive method can also be useful in address-502

ing spatial incompleteness. Specifically, we showed that by evaluating the magnitude dif-503

ference between two earthquakes that occur in regions with the same completeness mag-504

nitude b+ = b. We have therefore introduced the quantity b+(δMth, dR), which repre-505

sents the coefficient of the distribution of magnitude differences between events with epi-506

central distances smaller than dR. Our study indicates that b+(δMth, dR) = b for suf-507

ficiently small dR and for δMth values larger than the typical magnitude interval σR, where508

events are only partially detected. Also this result is confirmed by numerical simulations.509

We also applied the new methodologies to real main-aftershock sequences. Specif-510

ically, we compared the b+ value, already evaluated by van der Elst (2021) during the511

2019 Ridgecrest sequence, with the newly proposed quantities b++ and bf+. We found512

that b+ ≃ b++ ≃ bf+, within statistical uncertainty, which supports the conclusions513

drawn by van der Elst (2021) of a significantly smaller b-value after the M6.4 aftershock,514

in comparison to its previous value and to the value after the M7.1 mainshock. We ob-515

served similar agreement between b+, b++, and bf+ for the other three fore-main-aftershock516

sequences investigated by van der Elst (2021). Our proposed method, therefore, strongly517

supports the efficiency of the procedure developed in van der Elst (2021) in capturing518

the true b-value. At the same time it does not provide new elements to add to the con-519

clusions reached by van der Elst (2021), concerning the possibility of implementing b-520

value changes in a real-time earthquake alarm system.521

We finally remark that the measurement of the b-value using the b-positive method522

can be highly beneficial in managing short-term post-seismic forecasting and can be com-523

bined with procedures based on the envelope of seismic waveforms (Lippiello et al., 2016;524

Lippiello, Cirillo, et al., 2019; Lippiello, Petrillo, Godano, et al., 2019), which enable the525
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extraction of the parameters of the Omori-Utsu law but do not provide access to the b-526

value.527

7 Data Availability Statement528

The seismic catalog for the Ridgecrest sequence is taken from the USGS Compre-529

hensive Catalog (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/). Numerical codes530

for the b-more-positive and b-more-incomplete methods are available at https://github.com/caccioppoli/b-531

more-positive.532
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